
Mysteries Set From...
1930s England to
Moon Base Alpha

Chapter Books for Kids

The Fairy-Tale DetectivesThe Fairy-Tale Detectives
by Michael Buckley
Orphans Sabrina and Daphne Grimm
are sent to live with an eccentric
grandmother that they have always
believed to be dead
J SERIES SISTERS

The Ghosts of TupeloThe Ghosts of Tupelo
LandingLanding
by Sheila Turnage
When Miss Lana accidentally buys a
haunted inn at the Tupelo Landing
town auction, Desperado Detective
Agency opens up a paranormal
division to solve the ghost's identity
before the town's big 250th
anniversary bash.
J TURNAGE

Hold FastHold Fast
by Blue Balliett
When Early's father disappears, she,
her mother, and her brother are
forced to flee their Chicago
apartment and join the ranks of the
homeless--and it is up to Early to
hold her family together and solve
the mystery surrounding her father
J BALLIETT

Murder is Bad MannersMurder is Bad Manners
by Robin Stevens
At .an English boarding school in the
1930s, crime-solving friends Hazel
Wong and Daisy Wells struggle to
find an exciting mystery to investigate
until Hazel discovers the dead body
of Miss Bell, the science teacher.
J STEVENS

Thomas Ford Memorial Library
800 Chestnut St
Western Springs, Illinois 60558
(708) 246-0520
fordlibrary.org
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Mystery Chapter Books for Kids

Space CaseSpace Case
by Stuart Gibbs
While living on a moon base with
fellow lunarnauts, Dashiell Gibson
investigates the murder of one of the
moon's most prominent doctors
J GIBBS

Thea Stilton and theThea Stilton and the
Mystery in ParisMystery in Paris
by Elisabetta Dami
The Thea Sisters are off to Paris to
visit Colette's fashion-designer friend
Julie, but when Julie's designs are
suddenly stolen, the girls must
search the city of Paris to catch the
thief and save the fashion show.
J SERIES STILTON

The Wig in the WindowThe Wig in the Window
by Kristen Kittscher
When their game of neighborhood
spying takes a dark turn one night,
pre-teen sleuths Sophie Young and
Grace Yang find themselves caught
in a dangerous cat-and-mouse game
with their bizarre guidance counselor.
J KITTSCHER

Unstoppable Octobia MayUnstoppable Octobia May
by Sharon Flake
Growing up in her nontraditional
aunt's boarding house filled with
retirees, Octobia May, a 10-year-old
whose heart condition has shaped
her emotional intelligence,
confronts cultural views about
young girls and the racial beliefs of
her vibrant African-American
community.
J FLAKE
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